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ABSTRACT
Fast point-of-use detection of early-stage zoonoses is
beneficial for animal husbandry as it can save livestock
and prevent farmers from going bankrupt after an
outbreak. This paper describes the first steps towards
a fully integrated and disposable DNA amplification
chip. Based on the analysis of the milling process,
metal adhesion study, COMSOL Multiphysics heat
transfer simulations and chip characterization a feasible
fabrication process is set up and the first batch of chips
has been fabricated.

or helicase-dependent amplification (HDA), and when
a fluorescent DNA dye is used, a simple yes-or-no
answer for a specific disease can be obtained. In the
past, several chip-based DNA amplification devices
with fluorescence detection were reported. However,
in these devices heat supply for the DNA amplification
reaction often comes from an external heat source [4] or is
processed in a different substrate and later incorporated
onto the chip [5] . A challenge that seems to remain is
to incorporate heaters on a disposable, often polymeric,
substrate. Incorporation of heaters will simplify the
required equipment and therefore, lower its costs.
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The work presented here aims at the development of
a disposable, polymeric DNA amplification lab-on-chip
system with integrated resistive heaters and fluorescence
detection. The choice of substrate material, deposition
method, and metal are studied. Although, it is
mentioned above that PCR and HDA are sequence
specific, the model reaction chosen is multiple
displacement amplification (MDA). This reaction is
more straightforward, as it amplifies any present double
stranded DNA, and is therefore better suitable as a
proof-of-principle amplification reaction to show the
functioning of the integrated heaters.

INTRODUCTION
Zoonoses is a widespread problem in animal
husbandry [1] . This group encompasses diseases which
can be transferred between animals (usually vertebrates)
and humans. They are transmitted through zoonotic
agents (e.g. bacteria, virus, fungi, and parasites) [2] .
An infamous example would be Coxiella burnetii
(Q-fever) [2] . These diseases are of potential risk for
livestock of farms. An outbreak among the livestock
is disastrous to the owner of that farm, and for people
living in the proximity of that farm [3] . Often, more
animals of the livestock are infected and the whole
livestock is exterminated out of precaution, which could
lead to bankruptcy of the farmer. Therefore, early-stage
detection is often the key to save livestock and farms.
As these diseases are also encountered in developing
countries, where farms are often remotely located, it is
desired that such detection equipment is portable and as
cheap as possible. A lab-on-a-chip platform can be used
for this early-stage detection.
In the early stage of these diseases, the agent, and
therefore its DNA, are not widespread in the infected
animal, making the detection rather difficult. A detection
system has to amplify the DNA of the disease until a
certain threshold is reached and detection is possible.
When this amplification reaction is sequence specific,
for example by using polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

CHIP DESIGN
A chamber-based amplification chip is designed
based on the work of Bruijns et al. [5] .
Using
SolidWorks 2018 CAD/CAE software, the 3D image
of the chip is drawn and with the AutoDesk HSMWorks
CAD/CAM plug-in, this image is transferred into
computer numerical control (CNC) milling code. The
total chip size is 3 cm by 3 cm and has a chamber
of 10 mm by 3 mm. Two trapezoid structures are
placed in the tapered channels between the inlet/outlet
and the chamber. The function of these trapezoids is
twofold. Firstly, they minimize the dead volume between
the inlet/outlet and the reaction chamber, locating as
much as possible of the reaction mixture inside the
chamber. Secondly, they provide support for the
chamber closure. A rectangular channel is located next
to the reaction chamber and is also covered by the
heaters. A thermocouple is inserted in this channel for
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real-time monitoring of the temperature inside the chip.
In figure 1 the SolidWorks design of the chamber-based
chip is shown.

Figure 1: SolidWorks drawing of the DNA amplification
chamber. This drawing is used to set up the code for the CNC
mill. The small rectangular channel next to the chamber is
for thermocouple-assisted real-time temperature monitoring.
Total size of the chip is 3 cm by 3 cm. The close-up shows the
in-channel trapezoid structure.

The heater structure will be placed at the bottom
side of the chip using shadow masks. To determine the
optimal heater width and heater spacing, a parametric
study using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a finite element
method simulations with the Heat Transfer in Solids (ht)
package is done. The model is designed such that it
consists of two parallel rectangles of COC (in the real
device, the upper plate is a PCR adhesive foil) with water
in between. The heaters are assumed to be lines. This
reduces the required quality of the mesh tremendous, as
the heaters in the real device will be around 100 nm.
In figure 2, the results of two different heater widths
and heater spacings are shown. The heater width for both
geometries is 0.3 mm, while the heater spacing in the left
and right image are 0.3 mm and 2.0 mm, respectively.
In figure 3a and 3b, tables with the temperature deviation
between the highest and lowest temperature at the top
of the chamber (∆Ttop of channel = Ttop,max − Ttop,min )
and the deviation between the set heater temperature
of 30 ◦C and the lowest temperature at the top of the
chamber (∆Tdeviation from set T = Theater − Ttop,min ) are
shown for different heater widths and heater spacings.
Based on these results, a meandering heater pattern of
a 0.3 mm wide heater with 0.3 mm spacing in between
the lines is designed. The pattern is divided over two
shadow masks to prevent curvature of the long stainless
steel beams in between the meandering structure.
FABRICATION
Cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) [6] is chosen as
polymeric substrate due to its bio-compatibility, optical
transparency, physical resistance, electrical insulation,
and price. Injection molded COC plates of 10 cm by
10 cm and 1.5 mm thickness of the grade TOPAS 6017

are obtained via Kunststoff-Zentrum Leipzig. This
grade is chosen because of its relatively high glass
transition temperature (Tg = 170 ◦C), which minimizes
melting during the milling process. The microfluidic
structure explained in section is CNC-milled using a
Mikron WF 21C milling machine. The milling causes
a considerable loss of optical transparency due to the
created roughness. This could obstruct the fluorescence
detection. Therefore, a chemical post-treatment with
cyclohexane vapor is done, such treatment dissolves
the upper layer of COC and causes reflowing of the
material due to its surface tension, restoring the optical
transparency and reducing the surface roughness [7] .
Metal is deposited on the substrate using laser-cut
Mo shadow masks to outline the shape of the resistive
heaters. Mo has a smaller coefficient of thermal
expansion and is therefore chosen instead of stainless
steel. Metals of interest are Au or Pt, which are
commonly used metals to function as resistive heaters [8] .
The deposition methods studied are DC magnetron
sputtering and e-beam physical vapor deposition
(evaporation). Both methods are capable of large-scale
production, which will lower the production costs on an
industrial scale. The metal and deposition method will
be chosen based on the metal adhesion performances
on the COC substrate, which is studied using the
Scotch tape test [9] , and the resistance versus temperature
behavior in the range 20 ◦C – 100 ◦C, which is measured
in a customized Heraeus T5025 oven with electrical
readout.
The chambers with the resistive heaters on the
backside are closed using Microseal ’B’ PCR plate
sealing film from Bio-Rad, which is cut in the proper
size and manually attached on top of the substrate. The
reaction mixture containing DNA and the amplification
mixture is pipetted inside the chip using the inlet
aperture, and the inlet and outlet are closed using the
same PCR film. A power is applied on the resistive
heaters until they acquire the desired temperature for
the amplification. The initial power is based on the
resistance measurements, but will be adjusted according
to the feedback loop of the thermocouple. Detection of
the amplification is done by using an Horiba Scientific
FluoroMax+ spectrofluorometer, but will in the near
future be done by in-situ fluorescence measurements
using an optical fiber together with the FluoroMax+.
RESULTS
The process towards a fully integrated and
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(a) 0.3 mm width and 0.3 mm spacing.

(b) 0.3 mm width and 2.0 mm spacing.

Figure 2: COMSOL heat transfer simulations of a 0.75 mm deep chamber with different heater widths and heater spacings.
The scale bar applies to figure 2a and 2b.

(a) ∆Ttop of channel = Ttop,max − Ttop,min .

(b) ∆Tdeviation from set T = Theater − Ttop,min .

disposable DNA amplification chip can be divided into
several smaller steps, each with their own results. These
steps are discussed in the following subsections.

Table 1: Results of the Scotch tape metal adhesion tests
before and after heat cycling. Here, + means passing the
tape test, − means failing the tape test, and +/− means that
not all test structures failed the tape test.

Figure 3: Temperature differences for different heater widths (0.3 mm to 2.0 mm, in the columns) and heater spacings (0.3 mm
to 2.0 mm, in the rows), obtained using a parametric sweep in the COMSOL Multiphysics heat transfer simulations.

Optical transparency
With the reported surface treatment [7] we were
capable of increasing the optical transmittance fivefold.
Cyclohexane vapor treatment duration is depending on
the grade of COC and the initial surface roughness,
which on its turn is depending on the milling machine,
dept, speed, etc. The transmittance measurements
are done using a Woollam M-2000UI ellipsometer.
The surface roughness, measured using a Bruker Icon
Dimension atomic force microscope and Gwyddion
2.52 software, decreased from 310.10 nm to 0.97 nm
(compared to 3.50 nm for pristine COC).
Metal adhesion
In order to get the most reliable heaters, four possible
options are investigated. The adhesion of Au and
Pt deposited by either PVD or e-beam sputtering is
investigated using the Scotch tape test [9] . Test patterns
consisting of rectangular strips of 2 mm by 14 mm are
fabricated by depositing 100 nm of metal using a shadow
mask made out of Kapton foil. Based on the results in
table 1, the choice of heater material is sputtered Au.

Material
Au
Au
Pt
Pt

Method
PVD
Sputtering
PVD
Sputtering

Tape test
Before After
+
−
+
+
+
+
+
+/−

Chip functioning
Characterization of the actual heater is done using
a FLIR One Pro iOS thermal camera. Thermal images
of the heater structure are made while different input
powers are used to heat up the heaters. The images
are processed using ImageJ post-processing software.
Results of these measurements are shown in figure 4.
The reliability of the heaters is tested by inserting
a 162 series RS Technics thermocouple K into the
reference channel. A constant input potential of 4 V is
applied and the temperature is measured for 24 h. This
exceeds the required operation time at least twelve-fold,
meaning that it is a good indication for the reliability of
the heater. The results are shown in figure 5.
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Figure 4: Temperature profiles over the heater structure for
different input powers. Measurements are done using a FLIR
One Pro iOS thermal camera.
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conclusion can be made the realization of such a system
will be achieved within a month after the Microfluidic
Handling Systems Conference. The CNC milling and
subsequent cyclohexane vapor treatment for regaining
the optical transparency, and the use of adhesive PCR
plate sealing film give well-defined reaction chambers.
The sputtering of Au gives heater structures with good
adhesion properties on COC and a long-term stability
exceeding the required operation time by many hours
(stability over 24 h is ±1.5 ◦C). All fabrication methods
are chosen in such way that the production of the devices
could easily be scaled-up to large-scale manufacturing
plants.
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Figure 5: Duration test of the heater. A constant potential of
4 V is applied and the temperature is measured for 24 h.

DNA amplification
In figure 6, graphs of the fluorescence signal during
MDA reactions at 25 ◦C and 30 ◦C, together with their
non template control (NTC) are shown. These reactions
are carried out in a conventional PCR machine and the
results show that the chosen proof-of-principle DNA
amplification reaction is temperature dependent to some
extend, but that there is a wide range of temperatures at
which the amplification can be performed. This makes
the functioning of the integrated resistive heaters less
critical.
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Figure 6: Fluorescence signal of MDA reactions performed
at 25◦C and 30◦C, together with their (overlapping) NTCs.

CONCLUSION
With the obtained results of the steps towards a fully
integrated and disposable DNA amplification chip, the
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